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A Poisson convergence theorem is given for a sequence of simple point processes on the plane. 
The approach taken here is to formulate sufficient conditions for Poisson convergence in terms 
of the behaviour of two one-dimensional compensators. This limit theorem is then applied to 
obtain a functional Poisson convergence result for a sequence of row and column exchangeable 
arrays. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of simple point processes on the line is often simplified by considering 
them as submartingales and observing the behaviour of their compensators (see for 
example, Jacod [8] and Liptser and Shiryayev [9]). This approach can be extended 
to marked point processes, where associated with each point in time is a mark in 
some mark space. A crucial assumption in the theory of such processes is that each 
random time point has exactly one mark. This creates difficulties in using the marked 
point process theory to study planar point processes on [0, 112 (where the mark 
space and the time space are both [0, l]), because the assumption of having only 
one mark means that each vertical line must have at most one point. In this paper 
we show how this assumption can be relaxed in studying Poisson determination 
and convergence of point processes on [0, 112. 
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Brown [2,3] has shown that for simple point processes the convergence of their 
compensators to a deterministic, continuous process implies the convergence in 
distribution of the processes to a Poisson process. Brown [3] extended this to marked 
point processes. For point processes on the plane, Ivanoff [7] made use of a 
two-dimensional compensator to give Poisson convergence results. 
While Brown [3] also gave results which permitted the converging processes to 
be arbitrary random measures on time x space, extra conditions need to be checked 
which ensure that the limiting process has the path structure of a marked point 
process. In this paper, a different approach is taken to the problem of the convergence 
of a sequence of point processes on the plane to a Poisson process. Instead of 
considering the compensator of a marked point process or a two-dimensional 
compensator, the symmetry of the plane is exploited so that two marked point 
process compensators are studied. First, it is shown that if both compensators are 
continuous, then the path structure is that of a marked point process. Secondly, 
this, together with Jacod’s results [8], easily extends the linear Watanabe theorem 
to the planar case. Thirdly, it is shown that the convergence of both compensators 
of a sequence of planar point processes implies the convergence of the point processes 
to the Poisson process. In this result an extra condition is necessary. Two versions 
are given and a counterexample is described showing that the weak convergence 
of the sequence of compensators is not sufficient as it is in the one-dimensional case. 
These results are applied to give a new functional result on the Poisson convergence 
of partial sums of row-column exchangeable O-l arrays of random variables (gen- 
eralising those of Eagleson [4]: a discussion of row-column exchangeability may 
be found in Aldous [l]). It is interesting to note that the new convergence result 
makes these generalisations easier to prove than the originals for random variables. 
2. Notation and definitions 
For ease of exposition, we shall confine attention to processes on [0, 112, although 
extension to R2 is straightforward (see Brown [2] and [3]). A random measure on 
[0, 112 is a measurable mapping from a probability space to the space of measures 
on [0, 112 (see for example Kallenberg [lo] for details of measurability and other 
basic material on random measures). A simple point process N on [0, 11’ is a random 
measure whose paths are all integer-valued measures satisfying N(x)< 1 for all x 
in [0, 112. It may equivalently be viewed as a random element whose paths are 
increasing integer-valued step functions with jumps at most size 1. To see this note 
that a measure A on [0, 112 corresponds to a function f via 
f(s; t) = h([O, SIX [O, t]) (OS s, tc 1). 
We will make no distinction between random measures and their distribution 
functions. A simple point process is called a Poisson process if the number of points 
in any Bore1 set has a Poisson distribution. The means of these distributions constitute 
the mean measure of the process [see Kallenberg [lo] for further details]. 
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Convergence in distribution of a sequence of such processes to a simple point 
process is identical in both interpretations: convergence occurs as random measures 
(with measure space equipped with vague topology), and as random functions (with 
function space equipped with the Skorohod-Jr topology), if the random variable 
recording the number of points in each Bore1 set of [0, l]* converges in distribution 
to the appropriate Poisson distribution (see Kallenberg [lo] and Straf [ 131). However 
there are important differences between the two topologies: the space of paths of 
simple point processes is closed in the Skorohod topology but not in the vague 
topology (Grandell[5]). Thus, a Skorohod limit point of a sequence of simple point 
processes is guaranteed to be a simple point process, but a vague limit is not. 
Here, aJiltrution F for a simple point process means two sets of increasing r-fields 
(F’(s)),>, and (F2(r)L0 which are both right continuous. The reasons for having 
two sets of u-fields is that F’(s) represents information on [0, s] x [0, l] whereas 
F2( t) represents information on [0, l] x [0, t]. We say a point process N is l-adapted 
(resp. Z-adapted) if, for each Bore1 set B of [0, l] and s, t E [0, 11, N([O, s] x B) 
(resp. N(B x [0, t])) E F’(s) (E F*(t)). Stopping times of F’ or F2 are described as 
l- or 2-stopping times. The definitions of Jacod [8] are used here to define l- and 
2-predictability. A process 
(X(% s, x))4,E[0, l] (rev. W(w, x, t)L,tEco,lI) 
(here s, t stand for time and x for space) is defined to be l-predictable (resp. 
2-predictable) if it is P’ x B (resp. B x P’) measurable, where Pi stands for the 
F’-predictable u-algebra on 0 x [0, l] and B is the Bore1 a-algebra on [0, 11. A 
random measure A is defined to be l-predictable (resp. 2-predictable) if for each 
non-negative l-predictable (resp. 2-predictable) process X 
(AX), = X(w, x, t)A(w; dx, dt) 
is predictable with respect to F’ (resp. 
bw*=j X(0, s, x)A(w; ds, dx) 
lo,llx[wl 
is predictable with respect to F2). A random measure A is defined to be the 
1 -compensator or 1 -dual predictable projection (resp. 2-compensator or 2-dual predict- 
able projection) of a l-adapted (resp. 2-adapted) random measure N if, it is l- 
predictable (resp. 2-predictable) and for each non-negative l-predictable (resp. 
2-predictable) process X, 




E X(x, t)N(dx, dt) X(x, t)A(dx, dt) . (2.2) 
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A unique l-compensator and 2-compensator exist for each simple planar point 
process by Lemma 2.2 of [8]. We say a l- or 2-compensator is continuous if its paths 
are continuous when viewed as random functions. 
From a simple point process N on [0, 112 we can form two simple linear point 
processes. Define stopping times 
Si = inf{s: N([O, s] X [0, 11) 2 i}, Ti = inf{t: N([O, l] X [0, t]) 3 i} 
sothat S,<S,<... and T,GT,c***. Note that some of the {Si} will coincide if 
the process has any vertical line with more than one point on it. Form the Z-projection 
(2-projection)pointprocess as the simple point process on [0, l] recording the position 
of vertical (horizontal) lines which contain points of the process. Hence the set of 
points in the l-projection (2-projection) point process equals the set {S,, S,, . . . } 
({Tl,T2,.-.)). 
Finally, ‘+P’, ‘+d’, and ‘+2’ denote convergence in probability, distribution and 
L2 respectively, while 1. 
Main results 
We first show how i-compensators may be used to give path structure. 
Lemma 3.1. Let N be a simple point process on [0, 112 and F a filtration such that N 
is 1 -adapted and 2-adapted. Zf N has a continuous i-compensator for both i = 1 and 
2, then, with probability 1, N has at most one point on each vertical and horizontal 
line in [0, 11’. 
Proof. We use the a-fields ( F2( t)) and show that with probability 1 each vertical 
line contains at most one point. The proof for each horizontal line is analogous 
using the a-fields (F’(s)). Let A’ (i = 1,2) be the i-compensator of N. 
Let IfIs T2G* . . be as in the definition of the 2-projection point process. Let 
To = 0. Define a sequence of random variables R, , R2, . . . as follows 
Ri = inf{s: N([O, l] x [0, T))+ N([O, s] x { z}) 2 i} A 1 
so that (Ri, T’) are the coordinates of the ith point of the process, ordered first 
vertically and then horizontally along each line which contains a point-see Figure 
1 for a typical example. Hence, all points of N occur at ( Ri, T,) for some i. 
Further, there will be no two points on a vertical line if for each i, there are no 
points on the vertical line {(x, t): x = Rip T < t < 1). Now Ri is F2( Ti) measurable, 
since N([O, l] x [0, z))+ N([O, s] x {T}) is easily seen to be F2( Ti) measurable. 
Hence, it is easy to see that, 
X(X, t)=I[Ti tS l]Z[Ri=x] 
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Fig. 1. 
is 2-predictable. Using (2.2), we have 
E{N({Ri) X CT, 11)) = E X(x, t)N(dx, dt) 
=E X(x, t)A*(dx, dt) 
= E{A2({Ri}X(r, l])}=O, 
by the continuity of A’. Since N takes integer values, we have N({Ri} x (T, 11) = 0 
with probability 1 and the proof is complete. 
Secondly, i-compensators can be used to provide moment bounds for a simple 
point process. The following Lemma uses the ideas in Theorem II.53 of Meyer [ 121, 
which concerns discrete-time linear processes with jumps bounded by one: even 
the immediate extension to continuous-time processes does not seem to have been 
noted. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose N is a simple point process on [0, 112 and F a jiltration to which 
N is l-adapted and 2-adapted. If A’ is the i-compensator of (N, F), then, for p 2 1, 
IINl, OII,~PW’(L ~)II,+PW~(L 1)ll,+l)). 
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Proof. For c 2 0, let T be the l-stopping time given by 
T=inf{zcl: N(z, l)>c}, 
with the usual convention that the infimum of the empty set is 00. Note that on [T < a] 
N(T, 1)sc+7(1) 
where 71 is the 2-projection point process of N. Further, [T < CO] = [ N( 1,1) > c]. 
Hence 
E{(N(l, 1)-c-~(l))T1N(l, l)>clI~E{(N(L l)-NT, l))UT<~ll 
=E{(A’(l, I)-A’(T, 1))1[T<a]} 
sE{A’(l, ~)I[T<co]} 
which on rearrangement is 
F{(N(l, 1)-c)I[N(l, l)> cll~E{(A’(L l)+dl))~[N(L I)> cl). 
Applying Theorem II.52 of Meyer [ 12, p. 551 and the Lp triangle inequality, we have 
IIN(l, l)II,~p~llA’(l, OII,+lld1)ll,~. (3.1) 
Now the compensator A of n satisfies 
A(t)<A’(l, t) a.s. (3.2) 
for each t. To see this, for a > 0, let W be the 2-stopping time given by 
W=inf{z: h(z)>A*(l,z)+a}. 




yielding a contradiction. A similar argument to the first paragraph shows 
E{(~(1)-c)~[r)(l)>cl}~E{(1+~(1))~[~(1)>cl>. 
Hence, by the same inequalities as before, 
Il~(1)ll,~~(l+ll~(l)ll,)~~(l+llA2(1, l)li,) 
by (3.2). Combining this with (3.1) gives the Lemma. 
We can use Jacod’s [8] result on determination of the distribution of a marked 
point process to extend Watanabe’s theorem as follows. 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose N has continuous l-compensator and 2-compensator and that 
one is deterministic. Then N is a Poisson process whose mean measure coincides with 
the deterministic compensator. 
Proof. Suppose the l-compensator is assumed deterministic. It then coincides with 
the mean measure of the process, as is easily seen from (2.1). By Lemma 3.1, N 
has at most 1 point on each vertical line so that it may be considered a marked 
point process with time the first coordinate of [0, 11’ and space the second. The 
dual predictable projection of the marked point process is then the l-compensator 
of N. If F’(t) is reduced to the canonical filtration (generated by N([O, s] x B) for 
B c [O, 11, s c t), the compensator remains the same because it is deterministic and 
thus certainly l-predictable with respect to the canonical filtration. If M is a Poisson 
process with mean measure equal to the l-compensator of N, then it has the same 
canonical l-compensator as N. Hence we may apply Theorem 3.4 of Jacod [8] to 
conclude that the distribution of N coincides with that of M. 
We can extend Theorem 3.3 to a convergence result as follows, 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose {N,,} is a sequence of point processes with i-compensators {Al} 
(i = 1,2). Further suppose that for each 0 c s, t c 1 
AL(s, t) +dAi(s, t) (n+a) (3.3) 
where A’ is continuous and deterministic (i = 1,2). If either 
{N, (1,l)) is uniformly integrable (3.4) 
or 
for both i = 1 and i = 2, {AL(l, 1)) has uniformly bounded 
(1 +&)-moments for some E > 0 (3.5) 
then N. converges in distribution to a Poisson process with mean measure A’ (which 
necessarily coincides with A*). 
Before proving the result we describe an example which shows that Theorem 3.4 
is false if only (3.3) is assumed. 
Counterexample 3.5. Let {U,} and {V,,} be independent sequences of exponential 
random variables with EU,, = EV, = n. For each n = 1,2, . . . , let Ni, Ni be indepen- 
dent Poisson processes on [0, ~0) which are independent of U,, and V, and have 
rate n. If U,, G 1, we run Nf, along the horizontal line {(x, y): y = U,}. Similarly if 
V, G 1, we run N; along the vertical line {(x, v): x = V,}. Thus we form the simple 
point process 
N,(s, t)=I[ U,== t]N:(s)+Z[V,Gs]NZ,(t). 
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It is easily verified that the i-compensators of N,, with respect to the filtrations 
E(s) = a(N,(u, v), 0 cu~s,O~zJul)va(U,), 
F:(t) = a(N,(u, V), 0s lJ C 1, o< us t) v a( V,) 
are given by 
A:(u,v)=Z[U,~v]nu+(u~ VJv, 
A2,(u,u)=Z(V,~u]nv+(v~ U,)u 
so that both A!, and AZ converge in distribution to Lebesgue measure. However, 
N,, converges in distribution to zero. 
The extra condition (3.5) will not often be a difficulty in practice. This is because 
commonly convergence in distribution to a constant is checked by demonstrating 
convergence of means to the constant and convergence of variances to zero. The 
latter condition gives (3.5) with E = 1 immediately and is the method used in the 
example. 
A key ingredient in the proof of the theorem is Theorem 3.1 of Ivanoff [6] which 
is restated (and specialised) here for notational reasons. 
Theorem 3.6. Let {N,} be as above. Let {S,,} be a sequence of 1 -stopping times and 
{T,,} be a sequence of 2-stopping times, bounded by 1. Suppose that for any pair of 
such sequences of stopping times and any constants {t?,}, 0, .J 0, 
N,((S,, (S, + 6,) A 11 x[O, 11) +d 0, 
(3.6) 
ZJ; in addition, {N,,(l, 1)) is tight, then N,, is tight in the Skorohod topology. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Note that, as observed in the introduction, tightness in the 
Skorohod topology implies that distributional limits of the sequence are simple 
point processes. To show (3.6), we introduce i-predictable stopping times UL by 
UT, = inf{s: Ai(s, 1) 2 L+ l}, UE=inf{t:Az(l, t)aL+l} 
where L is the maximum for i = 1 and 2 of A’( 1, 1). By assumption, for i = 1,2, 
P(U’,=co)+l (3.7) 
as n + CO. Define the two sequences of simple point process {N!,}, { Nt} 
N;(s, t) = N,(s A t$, t), NZ,(s, t) = N,(s, u’,- A t) 
so that on the event 
[Ut,=00]n[U2,=00] 
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the paths of N,,, N!, and Ni coincide. Using (3.7), we therefore see that to verify 
(3.6) we need only show 




E{N:((S,, (S, + 0,) A 11 x [O, II)] = E{B:(&, (S, + 0,) A 11 x [O, 111 (3.9) 
where Bf, is formed as NA with N, replaced by A,,. Now {B!,(l, 1)) is bounded 
above by L+ 1, so the random variables on the right side of (3.9) are uniformly 
integrable. By Lemma 1 of McLeish [ 1 l] 
suplB;(s, 1) - AsI +‘d 0. 
Since 8, + 0 it follows easily that the random variables on the right of (3.9) converge 
in distribution to zero. The uniform integrability thus gives convergence of 
N !,( (S,, (S,, + 0,) A l] x [ 0, 11) to zero in L, and hence also in distribution as required. 
The same argument with 1 replaced by 2 shows that the other part of (3.6) holds. 
Under either (3.4) or (3.5) E(N,,(l, 1)) = E(Ai(1, 1)) is bounded, so {N,,(l, 1)) is 
tight. It thus remains to show that all distributional limit points of {N,} are Poisson 
processes with the correct mean measure. 
Let N denote a simple point process whose distribution is a limit point of {N,}. 
By (3.7), N is also a distributional limit of {N!,} and {Nt}. For notational ease, we 
will make no distinction between the subsequence along which N,, converges in 
distribution to N and all the integers. Thus 
N;-B; +d N-A’ and Nz- B; +d N-A2. 
It is a straightforward measure theoretic argument (Jacod [8, 2.61) to see that A’ is 
identified as the l-compensator of N if {N(s, t) - A'(s, t)} is a l-martingale in s for 
each fixed r. A similar statement applies to A’. Here the canonical l-filtration and 
2-filtration have been used. But {Nt(s, t) - Bi(s, t)} is a martingale in s for each 
fixed t. (See Brown [3] for details). If (3.5) holds, Lemma 3.2 implies that {N,,( 1, 1)) 
has uniformly bounded (l+e)-moments. Since Ni(l,l)~ N,,(l, 1) and B;(l,l)~ 
AL(1, l), it follows that {Ni(l, 1)) and {BL(l, 1)) are uniformly integrable for both 
i= 1 and2.Thus,under(3.5),{NL(s, t)-Bb(s, t)} is a uniformly integrable sequence 
for both i = 1 and 2 and each s and t. This uniform integrability also holds under 
(3.4), because NL(s, t) < N,(l, 1) and Bf,(s, t) s L+ 1. This uniform integrability 
gives the required martingale property for N-A’ (see Brown [3] for details). A 
similar argument applies to N - A2. Theorem 3.3 then shows that N is the required 
Poisson process, completing the proof. 
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4. A Poisson limit theorem for row and column exchangeable events 
A finite array of events (AV: 1 =S i s r, 1 <j s m) is row and column exchangeable 
if the distribution of the array remains unchanged under any permutation of the 
rows followed by any permutation of the columns. Thus if T is a permutation acting 
on the integers (1,2, . . . , r) and n is a permutation acting on the integers (1,2, . . . , m) 
then 
(A,) =d (&r(i),?(j))- 
Eagleson [4] gives a Poisson convergence theorem for a sequence (AI,“‘) of such 
arrays; specifically, under certain conditions N,, = Cy=, C,?=, Z(A$“) converges in 
distribution to a Poisson random variable as n + CO. Using the results of Section 3 
a two-dimensional functional limit theorem may be obtained for N,,(s, t) = 
C:“f x:1’: Z(Aj,“‘) under exactly the conditions used by Eagleson [4]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (AI,“‘: 1 s is r,,, 1 S j s m,) be a sequence of row and column 
exchangeable arrays of events satisfying (4.1)-(4.6) below, as n + CO: 
n*P(A(,;)) + A, for some positive constant A; (4.1) 
n3P(A(,y) n A(ly)) + 0. 7 (4.2) 
n3P(A’,l’n A$:‘) + 0; (4.3) 
n4P(A(,;’ n A$;)) + A2; (4.4) 
nr,’ + 0, (4.5) 
nm;‘+O. (4.6) 
Then N,, converges in distribution to a Poisson process with intensity h times Lebesgue 
measure. 
Proof. Define the filtrations {F’(s)} and {F2( t)} as follows: 
F:(t)= u Z(A$): 1s~~ or,, lS/3c[nt]; 
1 
5 
1 Z(A$)), 1 =S (Y G r,, . 
@=[nt]+l 1 
Clearly N,, is l-adapted (resp. 2-adapted) to FL (resp. Fz). By symmetry we need 
only consider the l-compensators of N,,. Fix t and let Y,,i = C:y,’ Z(A$‘) so N,,(s, t) = 
Ci”=“,’ Y,,,. By column exchangeability 
E( Y@-(7)) =>: E(Z(A;‘)lF’(+)) 
=:g: (r,, -i+ I)-’ i Z(A$‘). 
rr=i 
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Clearly the l-compensator of N,, is given by 
A;(s, t)=[:‘E Y .(F’ 
i=l 
( “, (y)) =F;i, I(A’,:i)L”~a (r,-i+l)-‘. 
We will show that A!,(s, t) +2 hst thus satisfying (3.5) and (3.3). 
Since EAL(s, t) = [ns][nt]P(A$;‘) + hsr as n + co by (4.1), it suffices to prove that 
E{Af,(s, t)}2+ h2s2tZ as n + 00. After routine calculations we can write 
E{Af,(s, t)}2 = R,P(A’,;‘)+ R,P(A’,:‘n A;;)) 
+ R3P(A(I;) n A;;‘) + RJ’(A(l;) n A$;‘) (4.7) 
where R, , . . . , R, are positive coefficients, 
R,=O(n3r,‘), R2=O(n4ri1), R3=O(n3) 
and 
Thus from (4.1)-(4.3) and (4.5) we have that the first three terms in (4.7) vanish as 
n + co. Further R4 can be written as 
so using (4.4) and (4.5) we have that R4P(A(Iy) n A$;‘) + A2s2t2 as n + CO and so the 
proof is complete. 
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